
Movere was designed to help 
IT leaders gain comprehensive 
visibility into their IT 
environments, to help you  
with the following tasks:

• Cloud sizing

• Cloud readiness

• Office 365 Administration

• ARC visualization

• Security

• SQL Server CAL Counting

• Device counts by country

• Application dependency 
mapping

• Visualizations

• What’s installed for all vendors

• Hardware refresh

• SQL optimization and database 
mapping

• Virtualization mapping, 
integration and high 
watermarketing (HWM)

• Linux captures

The Movere platform brings together the raw data of your business world into one place where you can 
analyze, associate, deduce, and forecast for any proejct today and in the future.

Movere provides a customizable,  
guided exploration of your IT world. 

TAKE A TOUR

Explore your IT world

“Having the ability to look at what was installed  
prepared us for our move to the cloud and made the transition smoother.”
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From the moment the data is gathered, until the 
moment it’s presented, your data stays completely 
untouched by human interaction – it stays pure 
and objective. 

Movere allows you to curate your data any way 
you’d like.  Since you know your infrastructure best, 
you become the explorer of your IT environment, 
gaining new insights everywhere you look. 

Leverage platform mashups to do your analysis 
– no need to step in and out.  Never join data 
manually again. Find intersections and overlay 
multiple filters within your data in any order you 
choose. 

Movere gives you 4D visibility to objectively and 
accurately measure your consumption data from 
all your devices.  Based on standard deviation, 
Movere recommends optimal sizing to maximize 
your capacity.

Cloud Readiness

Cloud Consumption 

Licensing Compliance

Optimization and Mapping

Linux Captures
Your Cloud or On-Premises Data Movere Capture
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“The customer identified over $700k of  
SQL deployments being unnecessarily  
kept online.”

SQL Server Utilization
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For more information, visit us at movere.io
Or send a note to Movere@unifiedlogic.com 
Happy Movere-ing!

Insights:  Movere is a research platform that 
automates data from your infrastructure and 
generates visuals based on billions of data points; 
everything you need to free-up hidden capacity.   

Strength:  Movere is an all-in-one solution that 
fast tracks a wide range of projects easily:  from 
cloud migration to SQL optimization; capacity 
planning to application dependency mapping; 
predictive analytics to Office 365 administration.

Speed:  Movere’s inventory is flexible and 
lightweight allowing for rapid deployment, so 
customers can be working with accurate, real-
time data immediately.

Filters:  Movere’s “objective data capture”, 
“subjective custom tagging” and “associative 
dimensioning” provide the ability to quickly 
create unlimited nestable dimensions specific to 
your needs.

Transparency:  Movere democratizes data 
giving customers the ability to interact with the 
platform collaboratively, intuitively and securely.

Smarts:  The Movere team has a passion for 
keeping up with what’s new in the world and are 
equally excited about sharing our knowledge 
past, present and future with others.

Azure TCO on premise vs. actual usage

Office 365 Administration

DISCOVER MOVERE:

Movere  
Offers:

“Using Movere’s ARC allowed us to free up  
capacity and realize significant savings with  
our move to the cloud.”

“By simply filtering on users whose access to  
Office 365 had been blocked, the customer was 
able to identify $421,000 worth of Project and  
Visio subscriptions alone that could be  
reassigned to users.”


